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Introduction
THE CALIFORNIA CONSUMER PRIVACY ACT OF 2018 (“CCPA”) imposes a number 
of significant obligations on businesses1 that are subject to the CCPA and collect the 
personal information (“PI”) of California consumers, sell it to third parties, or disclose 
it to service providers. This paper is intended to assist Lytics’ customers subject to 
the CCPA. It explains how the Lytics customer data platform (“CDP”) collects and 
discloses consumer personal information on behalf of its customers and discusses 
Lytics’s role as a service provider to its customers under the CCPA. This paper also 
discusses relevant disclosures which your company, as a Lytics customer, may 
consider making pursuant to the CCPA regarding its use of the Lytics CDP. Finally, 
this paper discusses how your company may use the Lytics CDP to fulfill consumer 
requests for access and deletion of their PI and to record and implement consumer 
marketing choices. 
 The CCPA is a work in progress with some unclear terms, possibly more amend-
ments to come, as well as related regulations to be implemented prior to July 1, 2020 
when the California Attorney is to begin enforcement of the law. Consequently, this 
document is based on Lytics best efforts at interpreting a new law that is not a model 
of clarity and is subject to change. The information provided herein is provided for 
informational purposes only and does not constitute legal advice, nor is it intended 
to. (The responsibilities and liabilities of Lytics to its customers are controlled by ser-
vice agreements, and this document is not part of, nor does it modify, any agreement 
between your company and Lytics.) Lytics recommends that you consult with your 
company’s legal counsel and privacy advisors regarding the CCPA requirements and 
how to meet them.

https://www.lytics.com/
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Sources and Destinations 
for Consumer PI Processed 
by the Lytics CDP
AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE LYTICS CDP provides a marketing hub for customer 
data, which may include consumer PI. The Lytics CDP receives PI from data sources 
chosen by your company and delivered to the Lytics CDP via the Lytics application 
provider interface (“API”) as a result of integration work ordered from Lytics by your 
company or otherwise delivered via the Lytics API or sFTP transmission. Your com-
pany may choose to deploy Lytics JavaScript code (or JS tag) on its online properties 
so that Lytics can collect consumer PI data on those properties and send it to the 
Lytics CDP on your company’s behalf. (Lytics provides no PI to your company, except 
that of Lytics employees, such as account managers and consultants, in the context 
of providing its services.) 
 Consumer PI received by the Lytics CDP on your company’s behalf is harmo-
nized into consumer profiles with profile schema fields chosen by your company. 
Your company can access these profiles via the Lytics CDP user interface (“UI”) or 
API. Lytics does not disclose this PI to any third parties or service providers except as 
directed by your company or, potentially, pursuant to a court order. Lytics does not 
sell PI to anyone. 

     Using the Lytics CDP your 
company can send personal 
information onward to its chosen 
destinations, such as BI databases, 
email service providers, and 
other marketing platforms for your 
company’s further use. Your com-
pany maintains control over the PI 
sources and destinations it inte-
grates with the Lytics CDP, as well 
as the PI elements your company 
transfers from these sources and 
to these destinations. 
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Businesses and Service 
Providers
THE CCPA IMPOSES DISCLOSURE AND OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES on businesses, 
many of which are related to consumer rights. One consumer right is the right to opt 
out of the disclosure of their PI to third parties. But a significant exception to this opt-
out right applies to a business’s disclosure of consumer PI to a service provider for a 
business purpose.2 As explained below, Lytics believes this exception applies to your 
company’s disclosure of consumer PI to Lytics for processing on your company’s 
behalf.
 Lytics considers your company to be a “business” as defined in the CCPA, 
because your company determines the means and purposes for Lytics process-
ing of the consumer PI which your company has chosen to share with Lytics.3 Your 
company has chosen Lytics to process PI on its behalf by entering into a services 
agreement with Lytics. The services agreement contains your company’s instructions 
for the processing of consumer PI. As explained above, your company chooses the 
PI which Lytics processes and selects the sources of and destinations for that PI. 
Lytics considers itself to be a “service provider” for your company because Lytics 
processes consumer PI on your company’s behalf pursuant to a written contract 
which prohibits Lytics from “retaining, using, or disclosing PI for any purpose other 
than for the specific purpose of performing the services specified in the contract 
for the business,” or as otherwise permitted by the CCPA (such as disclosure in 
response to a court order).4 Because the CCPA requires specific wording for all 
service provider contracts, Lytics will be contacting those customers whose service 
agreements with Lytics may not currently conform to CCPA requirements in order to 
amend those agreements accordingly.

https://www.lytics.com/
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Required Disclosures 
Regarding Consumer PI
THE CCPA PROVIDES CONSUMERS CERTAIN INFORMATION RIGHTS, requiring 
businesses to disclose the following information in their privacy policies and in 
response to consumer requests:
1. the categories of PI the business has collected in the 12 months prior  

to the request;
2. (in response to consumer requests only) the specific pieces of PI the business  

has collected
3. the sources from which the business collected the PI;
4. the business or commercial purpose for collecting the PI; and
5. the categories of third parties with whom the business shares the PI
6. the categories of PI shared with third parties or disclosed to service providers5

 You can use the Lytics CDP UI to obtain information responsive to a consumer 
request regarding the categories of PI and specific pieces of PI which your com-
pany has collected about a given consumer in the past 12 months. First, create an 
audience of all Known Profiles. Next, under the Audience tab “Find a user” feature, 
you can enter identifying details provided by the consumer to locate the consumer 
profile, if any, and you can see when the Known Profile was created to determine if 
it was created in the past 12 months. You can look at the fields of data for the Known 

https://www.lytics.com/
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Profile and determine the appropriate consumer PI category to disclose. See CCPA, 
Section 1798.140(o)(1)(A)-(K) for a list of the PI categories. 
 Your company’s digital marketing team should be able to identify both the 
sources of consumer PI sent to the Lytics CDP and the destinations to which your 
company has arranged for consumer PI be sent from the Lytics CDP. You can then 
determine their corresponding categories by reference to the CCPA. If you have 
deployed the Lytics JS tag on your online properties, you will want to take these 
properties into account in making your disclosure regarding consumer PI sources. 
Also, if your company has sent CSV files to Lytics for ingestion, your digital marketing 
team should be able to inform you of that and what the sources were for the PI in the 
CSV file. 
 To assist with identifying the sources of consumer PI which your company is 
sending to Lytics, you can go to the Lytics UI Integrations page to see the sources 
and destinations your company has chosen to integrate with Lytics. If you click on the 
icon tiles shown on the Integrations page you will see the status of the API connec-
tions, i.e., whether and what active workflows there are sending data, which may 
include PI, to Lytics. In addition, if you go to the Data Streams page, you can see the 
names provided for current sources that have been integrated and details on the 
packets of data received.
 Your company may address its sharing of consumer PI with Lytics in particular by 
informing consumers before or at the point of consumer PI collection that your com-
pany discloses consumer PI to service providers, including a customer data platform 
service provider, for marketing and analytics purposes. This same disclosure may be 
made in response to a consumer request. Also, in response to a consumer request, 
your company may disclose the pieces of information collected by your company 
(via the Lytics JS tag) by disclosing the applicable schema fields for consumer PI 
collected.

“Your company may address its sharing 
of consumer PI with Lytics in particular by 
informing consumers before or at the point 
of consumer PI collection that your company 
discloses consumer PI to service providers, 
including a customer data platform  
service provider, for marketing and analytics 
purposes.”

https://www.lytics.com/
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Consumer Opt-Out Rights 
and the Business Purpose 
Exception 
THE CCPA PROVIDES CONSUMERS WITH CERTAIN OPT-OUT RIGHTS. But  
consumers do not have a right to opt-out of a business’s sharing of PI with a service 
provider, such as Lytics, where 
(1) the PI is shared by the business for a “business purpose,” including use for the 

business’s marketing and analytics purposes, and 
(2) the use is “reasonably necessary and proportionate” to achieve the purposes for 

which it was collected or processed, or for another operational purpose compati-
ble with the context in which it was collected.6

So that your company will qualify for this business purpose opt-out exception, Lytics 
encourages your company to reduce the consumer PI that it chooses to have Lytics 
process on its behalf to those data fields which are actually relevant and necessary 
to be considered for effective, efficient marketing. We
recommend your company collect only the personal data it needs for its marketing 
purposes, minimizing or foregoing altogether third-party data in favor of first-party 
data reflecting individual consumer experiences. This data is not only more reflective 
of each consumer’s engagement with your brand including brand-generated content 
and experiences, but more sound from a compliance perspective.

https://www.lytics.com/
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 The Lytics CDP enables your company to understand and operationalize market-
ing choices made by a consumer once the data reflecting these choices is ingested 
from a customer data Source and stored as preferences in the Lytics platform. For 
example, your company can establish audiences in the Lytics CDP to enforce con-
sumer PI suppression and “do not market” choices and prioritize those choices when 
establishing marketing journeys for the consumer. In addition, your company can syn-
chronize these audiences to the Destinations to which your company exports data 
from the Lytics CDP.

CUSTOMER REQUESTS GENERALLY
As a business, your company is responsible for managing and responding to 
consumer requests made under the CCPA, including verification of the request-
ing consumer or consumer representative’s identity. If Lytics receives a consumer 
request and is able to verify the consumer or consumer representative making the 
request, it will inform the requester that it is a service provider and that it will forward 
the request to any of its customer(s) whose profiles contain the consumer PI at issue. 
This approach follows the California Attorney General’s proposed regulations per-
taining to the handling of consumer requests received by service providers.

CONSUMER ACCESS RIGHTS
The CCPA gives consumers the right to receive a copy of their PI collected by busi-
nesses and if the copy is delivered electronically it should be provided in a “readily 
useable format” that allows the consumer to transmit it to another entity without 
difficulty.7 As a service provider, Lytics supports the export of profile information via 
the Lytics UI or API. An individual’s profile data from Lytics will be downloaded as a 
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file. JSON is a common, machine-readable file 
format.

CONSUMER DELETION RIGHTS
With some significant exceptions, the CCPA gives consumers the right to have a 
business that collected their PI delete it.8 Your company is responsible for managing 
a consumer’s request for deletion, including verification of the consumer’s identity. 
As a service provider, Lytics supports the deletion of a consumer’s PI by providing 
the Delete User option in the Lytics UI. Our API may also be used for this purpose. 
This will send a deletion request to the Lytics CDP, which will process the request for 
the customer identifier provided. 

https://www.lytics.com/
https://learn.lytics.com/understanding/product-docs/user-profiles/download-a-customer-profile
https://learn.lytics.com/understanding/product-docs/user-profiles/delete-a-customer-profile
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THE CCPA PRESENTS SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES to marketers interacting with 
California consumers or their data. But, it also provides a focused opportunity for 
marketers to reconsider and, if appropriate, adjust their personal data collection, 
treatment, and disclosure practices to meet changing consumer privacy expectations 
and to deliver better customer experiences, all in compliance with the CCPA.
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